
The PBA had concerns about
the things we were hearing
regarding the length of the
investigation (11 months) and
the number of members (as
many as 90) that could be
affected as well as how our
members were/are being
treated by the investigators.

At the end of the two-hour
meeting, we came away feeling
more confident that the
investigation is being handled in
a competent and fair manner.

We were assured that the
investigation should be
concluded within the next three
weeks, and involves not 90
members, but approximately
seven. Those cases involve
charges of knowingly and with
intent to deceive, falsifying an
official report.

The SA's office is not looking
at those members who, using
their discretion, might have
downgraded a call or those
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Executive Board Meets
With State Attorney
Regarding BSO Inquiry

members who merely made
mistakes. These are considered
administrative issues and will be
handled as such.

Regarding treatment of our
members by the SA investigators,
Mr. Satz was unaware of any
inappropriate treatment, but
assured the PBA that all of our
members would be treated fairly.

The PBA will stay on top of
this investigation to ensure that it
will come to a conclusion soon.

Happy Thanksgiving
BSO Signs
New
Contract
On October 19th, 2004, the

Broward County Police
Benevolent Association and
Sheriff Ken Jenne signed a new
three-year contract for deputies
and sergeants.
Negotiations were completed in
record time considering the old
contract had just expired on
September 30th. The previous
contract was not signed until six
months after the old one had
expired.

The PBA thanked Sheriff
Jenne and the Sheriff’s entire
negotiation team, led by Lt. Col.
Brennan, for their professionalism
during the negotiations and their
determination to complete the
process in a timely manner while
offering a fair and equitable
package to our members.

Sheriff Jenne recognized and
expressed his thanks to the entire
PBA bargaining team, many of
whom participated in the signing
ceremony.

The new contract remains in
effect until September 30, 2007.

On October 6, 2004, our executive board met with State
Attorney Mike Satz and his staff to discuss the ongoing

investigation regarding exceptional clearance of cases at BSO.
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Order Your
PBA License Tag

Available at the main county tag office.
Ask for the "Support Law Enforcement " tag.

Dick Brickman

2

The priority for our members this past month was
to vote. How many times do we need to send that

message out? This is how the system works both on
the local and especially on the state level.

How has the PBA been so successful in
Tallahassee? By using the election process to get our
endorsed candidates elected.

Beginning with the screening process all the way
through election day, the PBA and our members show
the candidates that we can make the difference
between victory and defeat; we will be in the game
and we will have a workforce out on election day to
convince the voters that the PBA candidates are the
best for the state.

When we get our friends elected we reap the
benefits in Tallahassee. By voting the PBA way, we
will be successful in obtaining benefits for you and
your families.
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Board of Directors
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BSO (Support)
Paul Weiss

BSO (LE)
Dan Ciacciarelli
Jorge Corpion
James DeMato
Pete Geary
James Hanlon
Dean Mirra
Jeff Poole
Larry Whitford

BSO (Lts)
Barry Derose

Coconut Creek
Rodney Skirvin
Ralph Capone

Coconut Creek (Sgts)
Tim Bradshaw

Hallandale Beach
Mike Fowler
Rafael Matias
Frank Gobel - Alt.

Hallandale Beach (Sgts)
Dwayne Flournoy
Robin Varone - Alt.

Hollywood
Billy Ferguson
Tony Fernandez
Susan Hayes
Keith Wadsworth
Wilber Fernander - Alt.

Lighthouse Point
Mike Search

Margate (Spvrs)
Arnold Finkelstein

Miramar
Jon Anterio
Tim Nevins
Steven Toyota
Marc Greenstein - Alt.

Pembroke Pines
Jim Fisher
Glen Parker
Jim Ryan

Sea Ranch Lakes
James O'Brien
Mike Tarr - Alt.

Sunrise
John Jaslowski

Sunrise (Lts)
Athena Skellion

Wilton Manors
Brian Behan
Ed Costello
David Jones

Alternates - BSO
Michael Catalano
Kelli Covet
Rich Engels
Armando Enrique
Julie Foster
Andrew McConnell
Thomas Perdue
Richard Pulido
Ralph Romb

Welcome
New
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Charter Secretary
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Kim
Membership Secretary

Maxine
Legal Assistant

Maryann
Communications Director
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New Members
Christopher W. Bernhardt—BSO

Eric J. Bienkievitz — BSO
Lisa Marie Damiano — BSO

Christopher J. De Giovanni —BSO
Benjamin Diaz — Davie
Robert J. Ferrelli —BSO
Carlos F. Gomez —BSO

Thomas G. Hinton III —BSO
Monica Jean —BSO

Jessie James Johnson —BSO
Joseph T. Kearney —BSO

Jeff A. Kogan —BSO
Aaron S. Moore —BSO

William J. Napoliello—BSO Court Dep.
Evangelia Sidoti —BSO

Kelly L. Stull —BSO
Juan F. Ulloa —BSO

Reinstated Members
Michael C. Allard —Sunrise

Tracie M. Brocco — BSO
Luis D. Castro — Sunrise

Patrick A. Darmody — BSO
Cindi L. Dedrick— Sunrise

Juan S. Efre — BSO
Mary A. Guess —BSO

Hernando E. Guiterrez —Sunrise
Rodney Alan Hailey — Sunrise

Lee E. Martin —BSO
Jeff Mewbron — Sunrise

Kim M. Parnofiello —Sunrise
Mohammad Razi —BSO

Barry R. Schwartz —Sunrise
Brian E. Stewart —Sunrise

Christopher K. Thieman —BSO
Gary E. Weinberger —BSO

Retired Members
Michael F. Bounassi — BSO
Dominick Gucciardo —BSO

Nick Leischen —Margate
John Vicino — BSO
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Here are cases heard by The
Criminal Justice Standards

and Training Commission at its
August 4, 2004 meeting:

Case #17452
Possession of a controlled substance;
Perjury in an official proceeding

An officer’s wife alleged that
he put a drug in her drink on
several occasions and took
pictures of her while she was
under the influence of the drug.
In a sworn statement, the wife
stated that the officer admitted
that he had done this and gave
her the remaining drug, which
tested positive for GHB (Gamma-
Hydroxy-Butyrate). During the
investigation, the officer made
false statements while under
oath, stating that he never gave
his wife a controlled substance.
Criminal charges were filed and
the officer entered into a pre-trial
intervention agreement.

It was determined that the
evidence chain of custody would
be difficult to prove in this case
and that husband/wife
privileged communication would
provide an additional obstacle to
prosecution.
Penalty Guideline: Revocation

A Stipulation and Settlement
Agreement was reached in this
case. The Commission staff
recommended a two-year
retroactive suspension, a two-
week prospective suspension, one
year of probation to begin fifteen
days following the filing of the
Final Order, and proof of
completion of Anger
Management Counseling.
Disciplinary Action by the
Commission: Accepted the staff

recommendation

Issue 19—Summer 2004
Case #19762
Excessive or unnecessary use of
force; Failure to report use of force
on an inmate

A correctional officer was
terminated after allegations of
excessive use of force and failure
to report use of force were
sustained. The officer had
control of a handcuffed inmate
and struck him in face and
choked him after words where
exchanged. The inmate was then
pushed over a bench. Several
people witnessed this incident.
The officer stated that he had
gotten busy and forgot to report
it.
Penalty Guideline: Suspension to
Revocation; Probation to
Suspension

A Stipulation and Settlement
Agreement was reached with the
officer. He agreed to voluntarily
relinquish his certification.
Disciplinary Action by the
Commission: Accepted the staff
recommendation

Case #20247
False report of a crime

A law enforcement officer
resigned while under
investigation for making a false
report of a crime. A citizen
reported a hit and run accident
involving a marked law
enforcement vehicle to the
officer’s employing agency. It
was determined that the police
vehicle involved was assigned to
the respondent. He had been
working an off-duty detail, had
left for a while then returned. He
then told another officer that he
thought his vehicle might have
been hit while parked. The other

officer observed the damage to
the car.

The reporting citizen was
interviewed and admitted that
she and the respondent were
friends, and that he had told
her that he had been involved
in an accident and was afraid
of being fired. He then asked
her to falsely report the hit and
run, which she did.
Penalty Guideline: Revocation

Disciplinary Action by the
Commission: Revocation

Case #20110
False official statement; False
statement on an employment
application

A law enforcement agency
informed commission staff that
a law enforcement officer, who
was employed with another
agency, had submitted an
employment application that
provided false information. The
agency discovered that the
officer has been arrested in
1997 for violating a county
ordinance. He had previously
answered, “No” to the
question, “Have you ever been
arrested, charged, or given a
notice or summons to appear
for any criminal violation, even
as a juvenile?” He also
completed CJSTC Form 68,
attesting that the information in
his application was true and
correct. The officer stated that
he did not disclose the
information because he was
advised not to because the
record did not appear in NCIC
or FCIC.
Penalty Guidelines: Revocation
Disciplinary Action by the
Commission: Revocation

Professional Compliance Bulletin



Need a mortgage or equity line?
Call Troy Wilson at (954) 818-6092!!!

Troy is a police officer with the City of
Miramar Police Department.  Call him

today for the best service anywhere!
Do business with someone you can trust.

Call Troy Wilson today!

CFB
Advantage

Card

John Doe

0014437741

Have a business you’d like to promote?
Cops and firefighters (and their family members) can
enroll their businesses on our website. We are the
ONLY online business referral database devoted
specifically to those in the law enforcement and
firefighting professions.  CFB has attracted more than
50,000 visitors since its inception less than two years
ago!  So, visit us today and let us promote your
business!  Businesses that enroll by January 1, 2005

can save $59.50 and pay just $10 per month!

SAVE $59.50!
ENROLL YOUR

BUSINESS BEFORE 1/1/05!

Your CFB Advantage Card is FREE!
Every cardholder who enrolls with us online will be
given an ID number which can be used to access our
online database of hundreds of businesses owned by
cops and firefighters (or their families) that all have
made commitments to give you discounts!

ATTENTION:

COPS and FIREFIGHTERS!

Get your FREE CFB Advantage Card
and get discounts from South Florida

businesses owned by cops and firefighters!

* No fee to get your CFB Advantage Card ** No fee to get your CFB Advantage Card ** No fee to get your CFB Advantage Card ** No fee to get your CFB Advantage Card ** No fee to get your CFB Advantage Card *

Access to discounts from HUNDREDS OF south florida businessesAccess to discounts from HUNDREDS OF south florida businessesAccess to discounts from HUNDREDS OF south florida businessesAccess to discounts from HUNDREDS OF south florida businessesAccess to discounts from HUNDREDS OF south florida businesses

WWW.CFBNETWORK.COM
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Solid Endorsements from 
Pros in Enforcement!

Looking for a mortgage? Listen to those you trust.

Offices is Hollywood • Fort Lauderdale • Sunny Isles

At Mortgage Bankers we make the right mortgage easy!
• Rates starting at 1.00% (4.54% APR)

• Interest-Only Loans and Jumbo Loans 95%
• FHA/VA / Conventional Lender 

• Investor Loans 95% / Second Mortgages 125%
• Equity Lines of Credit

“ I highly recommend Dave
Fraser and his team to any
fellow officer looking for a
Mortgage. They’re the
best.”
—Lt. Jeff Moranno

Treasurer, P.B.A.

“A co-worker referred me to
Dave Fraser for refinancing.
Mortgage Bankers found
the lowest rates available
and made it all so easy.”
—Rick Penton

Hollywood Detective

“When it came to our mort-
gage, it was great to find the
professional team at
Mortgage Bankers. They
understood my needs and
treated me and my wife with
respect and importance.”
—Mike Burrowes

Hollywood Detective

“Hats off to the team at
Mortgage Bankers. They’re
experts in their business and
I couldn’t be happier with
their service.”
—Sgt. Tony Fernandez 

Hollywood Rep.

Dave Fraser

Serving South Florida, Hablamos Espanol 
Apply by phone 954.926.6263 • 800.563.4089

Maria Ford Cori Fraser

mortgage bankers n.a., inc.
CORRESPONDENT MORTGAGE LENDERS
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Health & Fitness

A recent study found that
beginning weightlifters, both

men and women, tend to choose
weights that are too light to
improve muscle strength.

To build muscle size and
strength, you must lift at least
60% of the maximum amount
you can handle. Loads under this
amount are generally considered
ineffective at increasing muscle
strength.

Failing to lift sufficient weight
and not doing enough reps are
the main reasons many beginners
see little progress and become
discouraged. To avoid this, new
weightlifters should seek help
from a knowledgeable trainer.
Source: Web MD

Don’t take it too easy if you want
to see results

Weightlifting 101

Don’t Overdo Your
Aerobic Workout
Simple test can tell you if you’re
working too hard

If you want to keep the exercise
habit, it’s best not to work out

beyond your capacity. A simple
“talk test” can instantly tell you
if you’re pushing yourself too
hard.

During your workout, try
saying the Pledge of Allegiance
out loud. If it’s tough to get the
words out, you’re probably

overdoing it. Make sure to say the words out loud—mumbling them
under your breath is too easy and won’t accurately measure your
exertion.

To maximize your workout, you should be able to speak easily, but
you shouldn’t be able to sing out loud.
Source: Web MD

COLLEEN FRAZIER
Loan Consultant

Fort Lauderdale
Home Loan Center

954-229-6953

7.5 x 4.875

C U S T O M I Z E D  H O M E  L O A N S

Programs subject to change. Certain restrictions apply.  Interest rate/APR may be higher than when these costs are paid by
borrower. Some programs may not be combined with others.  We have loan offices and accept applications in: Washington Mutual

Bank, FA – many states; Washington Mutual Bank – ID, OR, UT, WA; and Washington Mutual Bank fsb – ID, MT, UT.

A20 Loan Product or Service
Generic Broad Product/ Service - Customized Home Loans

HOMES COME IN
ALL SHAPES AND SIZES.

SO DO OUR LOANS.

No point loans

Reduced closing costs

4 different payment options

Flexible approval criteria

For a home loan as individual as the home itself, call me.

7
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Who is eligible to carry concealed firearms
under this law?

Qualified active or retired law enforcement
officers carrying proper identification. However,
private citizens may prohibit the possession of a
concealed firearm on their property, and states can
restrict the possession of a concealed weapon on
its property—parks, schools, governmental
buildings, etc.

What does “qualified law
enforcement officer” mean?

A qualified law enforcement
officer is an employee of a
governmental agency who:

1. is authorized by law to engage
in or supervise the prevention,
detection, investigation or
prosecution of, or the
incarceration of, any person for any
violation of law and has statutory
powers of arrest;

2. is authorized by the agency to carry a
firearm;

3. is not the subject of any disciplinary action
by the agency;

4. meets standards established by the agency
requiring the employee to regularly qualify
in the use of a firearm;

5. is not under the influence of alcohol or
another intoxicating or hallucinatory drug
or substance;

6. is not prohibited by Federal law from
receiving a firearm

Right To Carry Bill: Frequently Asked
Questions
The new Federal law, the “Law Enforcement Officers’ Safety Act,” also called the

“Right To Carry Bill,” exempts qualified active and retired law enforcement
officers from local and state prohibitions on carrying concealed firearms across state
lines while off-duty.

Here are some frequently asked questions about the bill:

A “qualified retired law enforcement officer” is
someone who:

1. Retired in good standing from service with a
public agency as a law enforcement officer
for reasons other than mental instability;

2. Before retirement was authorized by law to
engage in or supervise the prevention,
detection, investigation or prosecution of, or
the incarceration of, any person for any

violation of law and had statutory
powers of arrest;

3. Before retirement was regularly
employed as a law enforcement

officer for a total of 15 years or
more or completed any applicable

probationary period of such
service and then retired early due to

a service-connected disability;
4. Has a nonforfeitable right to benefits
under the retirement plan of the agency;

5. During the past 12 months has met, at his/
her own expense, the state of residency’s
standards for training and qualification for
active law enforcement officers to carry
firearms;

6. is not under the influence of alcohol or
another intoxicating or hallucinatory drug
or substance;

7. is not prohibited by Federal law from
receiving a firearm

As a retired officer, how do I qualify to
carry under the provisions of this bill?

A qualified retired law enforcement officer must
carry a photo ID issued by the agency from which
he/she retired that indicates that he/she has been
tested or otherwise found by the agency to meet the
established standards for training and qualification
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for active law enforcement to carry a firearm of the
same type as the concealed firearm.
OR

A qualified retired law enforcement officer
must carry a photo ID issued by the agency from
which he/she retired and a certification issued by
the state in which he/she resides that indicates
that he/she has been tested or otherwise found by
the state to meet the standards established by the
state for training and qualification for active law
enforcement officers to carry a firearm of the
same type as the concealed firearm in the last 12
months.

I retired from the Chicago
Police Department and am
currently living in Florida. How
and where do I get my photo ID
and certificate to carry?

The photo ID is issued by the agency
from which you retired. The certification
is issued by the state where you currently
live.

Am I allowed to carry a firearm on an
airplane?

No. Current Federal aviation regulations
prohibit it; the act does not affect Federal laws.
Legislation has been introduced that would allow
state and local officers to carry their firearms on an
aircraft. NAPO is lobbying in favor of this
legislation.

Will current state laws still restrict or prohibit
officers from carrying firearms legally within a
particular state?

The law exempts qualified off-duty police
officers from the application of state law with the
exception of regulations at schools, airports, etc. It
also does not pre-empt federal law.

Does this mean all states have to change their
carry laws to reflect the new federal law?

State laws are not required to change; this
Federal law exempts qualified active and retired
law enforcement officers from local and state
prohibitions on the carrying of concealed firearms.

As an officer with NYPD, I wasn’t allowed to
carry between jurisdictions while off-duty. Is this
still the case?

No. A qualified officer should be able to carry
while off-duty as long as he/she is in compliance
with the requirements of the Federal statute.

Will an officer be able to carry in states Like
New York or the District of Columbia that have

strict licensing requirements?
Yes. However the law does not supercede any

laws that permit private citizens or entities from
prohibiting or restricting the
possession of a concealed firearm on
their property or from prohibiting

the possession of firearms on any state
or local government property,

installation, building, base or park.

My agency has a policy that does not
allow me to carry a firearm while off-
duty. Am I still legally allowed to do so,

or must I follow their requirement?
It’s probably best to follow your

department’s policies.
For more information or a copy of the The Law

Enforcement Officers’ Safety Act, go to napo.org.
Source: NAPO
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The 2004-05 term of the
United States Supreme Court

opened on Monday, October 4.
Several cases on the docket will
revisit past decisions, some
impacting law enforcement.

Major cases up for review
include:

U.S. vs. Booker, U.S. vs. Fanfan
Are the U.S. Sentencing

Guidelines unconstitutional
because they allow a judge to
lengthen a sentence based on
factors that have not been
assessed by a jury?

Oral arguments were heard
on October 4.

Roper vs. Simmons
Does imposing the death

penalty on someone who was a
juvenile at the time of his crime
violate the Constitution’s ban on
“cruel and unusual”
punishment?

Several major cases will affect law enforcement
New Supreme Court Term Opens

Oral arguments were heard
on October 13.

Johnston vs. California
May a state prison system

separate inmates based on race
for their first 60 days in the
system while officials assess
whether the inmates are in
gangs, and whether they might
be prone to racial violence? The
case questions whether the
practice violates the
Constitution’s guarantee of equal
protection under the law.

Oral arguments are scheduled
for November 2.

Smith vs. City of Jackson
May older officers with the

Jackson, Miss., police department
use a federal law that bans age
discrimination to file a lawsuit
challenging a city pay-raise plan
that did not appear to
discriminate but wound up
favoring younger officers and

disproportionately hurting those
40 and older?

Oral arguments are set for
November 3.

Illinois vs. Caballes
Do the Fourth Amendment’s

protections against unreasonable
searches allow officers making a
routine traffic stop to walk a
drug-sniffing dog around a car
when there are no grounds to
suspect any wrongdoing beyond
the traffic violation?

Oral arguments are set for
November 10.

Ashcroft vs. Raich
Do U.S. anti-drug laws

override California’s
Compassionate Use Act, which
allows seriously ill people to
smoke marijuana on the advice
of a physician?

Oral arguments have yet to
be scheduled.
Source: USA Today

The United Way has started its
2004/2005 Campaign here in

Broward County. The
contribution forms, which are
directly provided by the United
Way, have changed. In the past,
the contribution form has
included a “Specific Care” box,
in which the donor could write
the charitable fund to which he
or she wished to donate. This is
how our members could donate
to the PBA HOPE Fund. This
option does not appear on the
new form.

The United Way recently
approved a policy which
changes the criteria for donors to

designate their contributions.
Donors contributing at the
Leadership Level ($1,000 or more
annually) may continue to
designate their donations to
specific organizations. Donors
may designate up to 75 percent
of their donation, and
designations will be limited to
two 501 (c) 3 health and human
services organizations in the tri-
county area.

What this does basically is
denies our members from
contributing to our HOPE Fund
through United Way deductions.

Ms. Kim Hill at the United
Way was contacted and said that

nothing could really be done and
that we should contact Mr. Doug
Weber. Mr. Weber has not
returned our phone calls.

If you were donating to the
HOPE Fund through the United
Way and wish to change or
discontinue your donation, you
must fill out the form accordingly
and return it. If you do not
complete a new form, your
contribution will automatically
continue.

United Way Stops HOPE Fund Deductions
By Pat Hanrahan, Sr. Vice President
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Elks Help Out
Pompano Beach lodge pitches in for Fatta reception
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Are You Being
Represented?

Name Dept. Dec. May Aug. Oct.

Brickman President X X X X
Hanrahan Sr. VP X X X X
Vaughan VP X X X X
Reggio Secretary E X X X
Marano Treasurer X X X X
Casey Leg. Dir. X X X E
Duffy Gen. Coun. X X X X
Weiss BSO Support X X X X
Ciacciarelli BSO X X E X
Corpion BSO X X X X
Demato BSO X X E X
Geary BSO X E X X
Hanlon BSO X X X E
Mirra BSO X E X X
Poole BSO X X X X
Whitford BSO X X X X
Derose BSO Lts. X X E X
Catalano BSO Alt. U U U U
Covet BSO Alt. n/a n/a X X
Engels BSO Alt. U E E X
Enrique BSO Alt. n/a n/a n/a X
Foster BSO Alt. n/a X E X
McConnell BSO Alt. n/a X X E
Perdue BSO Alt. X X E X
Pulido BSO Alt. U U U U
Romb BSO Alt. X X E X
Capone Coconut Crk. n/a X E E
Skirvin Coconut Crk. X E X X
Bradshaw Coconut Crk. X X X X
Fowler Hallandale E X E X
Gobel Hallandale Alt. n/a n/a n/a X
Matias Hallandale X X X X
Flournoy Hallandale Sgts. n/a n/a E X
Varone Hallandale Sgts. n/a n/a n/a X
Ferguson Hollywood X E X X
Fernandez Hollywood X E X X
Hayes Hollywood X E X X
Wadsworth Hollywood X X E X
Fernander Hollywood Alt. X E X X
Search Lighthouse Pt. E X X X
Siegel Lighthouse Pt. X E X X
Finkelstein Margate Spv. X E X X
Anterio Miramar E E E U
Nevins Miramar X X X X
Toyota Miramar n/a X X X
Greenstein Miramar Alt. n/a E X X
Fisher Pembroke Pines X X X X
Parker Pembroke Pines X X E X
Ryan Pembroke Pines X X X X
O’Brien Sea Ranch Lks. U X U X
Tarr Sea Ranch Lks. U U U U
Jaslowski Sunrise X X X E
Skellion Sunrise Lts. X E X X
Behan Wilton Manors X X E X
Costello Wilton Manors X X X X
Jones Wilton Manors X X X X

X – Present
E – Excused
U - Unexcused

Annual Dues
Increase
Effective immediately, PBA member dues will

be increased. Increases
will vary according to
your payment method.

Those on dues
deduction will see an
additional 49¢ subtracted
from each paycheck.
Those who are billed
quarterly will see an
increase of approximately $1 per
month.

Dues are automatically increased annually
per PBA policy to keep pace with the cost of
providing services to the membership, including
collective bargaining, legal representation and
office staff.

You have the right…
to have all interviews tape-recorded from
start to end.
to have a PBA representative present during
any interview.
to have the interview at a reasonable time
and for a reasonable length of time.
to know who is in charge of the
investigation.
not to be forced to resign.
to know what the charges are.
to review ALL statements before answering
questions.
to know the name of the person bringing
the complaint.
not to be threatened, bribed or subjected to
offensive language.

If you need assistance, contact the PBA
legal unit at 954/584-7600.
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Oftentimes, investors’
expectations about the

financial markets are influenced
by the media. Unfortunately, the
media generates interest by
focusing on extreme scenarios,
and, true to form, current
financial headlines report an
ominous state of affairs. While
there are reasons to be cautious,
there is also evidence that the
economy and the markets may
be positioned for better
performance as compared to the
last six months.

As of the end of the second
quarter of 2004, the Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) grew at
a rate of 2.8 percent*. However,
we believe that the domestic
economy had in fact hit a weak
spot at the end of the second
quarter of 2004, and that growth
should resume in the second half
of this year.

Rising oil prices have been
cited as justification that there
are more difficult times ahead.
We disagree because the spike
that occurred during the past
few weeks has only raised oil
prices to half of what they were
at their inflation-adjusted peak
in 1981, and gasoline prices are
still just two-thirds of what they
were at that time. Furthermore,
while oil prices have risen over
the past few years, the increase is
still just half of the rise we saw in
the 1970’s. Moreover, times have
changed and energy is much less
important to our economy than it
was back in the 1970’s. The
energy use per Dollar of real
GDP is half of what it was two to
three decades ago. Finally, oil
has already backed off its high

over the last few weeks.
Therefore, we believe that

the fear of more economic
difficulties ahead due to rising
energy prices is to a large extent
unfounded, and that the
economy should not be affected
harshly as some expect.

As for the financial markets,
we believe that they continue to
be influenced by four major
factors: economic prospects,
corporate profits, the future of
interest rates and geopolitical
uncertainty.

1. Economic prospects
should improve going forward
as discussed above.

2. Corporate profit margins
have increased significantly and
are almost back to their 1977
and 1997 peaks. Corporate
profits are up about 75 percent
from their recession lows.

3. Both short- and long-term
interest rates are still extremely
low. However, we do believe
that interest rates will gradually
rise, but with tame inflation, the
rise should neither be rapid nor
meaningful.

3. Geopolitical uncertainty is
a wild card and we hope that as
the year progresses we can
continue to successfully fight
terrorism and ward off any
future attacks.

Looking at the entire picture,
we believe that the positives
outweigh the negatives at this
point. There may be some
sluggishness in the financial
markets due to the uncertainty of
the outcome of upcoming
elections and geopolitical factors.
But as we approach the election
and some of these uncertainties
begin to fade away, the markets
should start to look at
fundamentals again and the
pieces will be in place for a better
business environment, economic
growth and improved equity
markets by the end of 2004.

By remembering that market
cycles are a normal part of the
investment journey and
employing strategies such as
dollar cost averaging and asset
allocation to take advantage of
inevitable market downturns,
long-term investors can remain on
track to achieve their goals. Of
course, past performance is not
indicative of future results. That’s
why the benefits of a well-
diversified, professionally
managed portfolio of investments
cannot be underestimated.

You can contact Matthew
Oppedisano, your PBA Retirement
Advisor, @ 1-800-330-0200.

By Matthew Oppedisano, Registered Representative, Legend Equities Corporation

* Source - Bloomberg
Direct investment cannot be made in any of
the indexes cited and index performance is not
indicative of any specific investment. Unlike
other investments, the interest and principal
payments on U.S. Treasury Bills are
guaranteed by the U.S. Government. Dollar
Cost Averaging does not assure a profit and
does not protect against a loss in declining
markets. Investors should consider their
ability to purchase shares continuously during
periods of falling share prices.

Market Outlook
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AUTOMOTIVE
CONSULTANTS USA, INC.

CALLING ALL CARS, TRUCKS & VANS

"CALL TODAY"
RONALD R. SCHEMBRI, PRESIDENT

Office
(954) 584-8220

Pager
(954) 619-7900

IKON Ad

POLICE OFFICERS
FIREFIGHTERS

&
TEACHERS ONLY

1% DOWN
on all

New Purchase
Home Loans

Office ................. 954-583-4007
Cell ..................... 754-224-9553
Fax..................... 954-581-0001

Tim Parisi, Police Officer
Tara Parisi, Vice President

Diane Martin, Principal Broker
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Associate Members
Wanted

We’re looking for individuals who are active in the
community and want to encourage social and
educational activities between the PBA and the
communities our officers serve. Associate memberships
are available to any resident of Broward County.

Refer A Friend!

BSO Deputy Tim Metz and his
    wife, Sofia, welcomed twins, a

girl and a boy, on October 4. Sydney
Moorea weighed in at 5 lbs., 12 oz.
and was 18 inches long. Her brother,

Derek Thomas, weighed in at 6 lbs., 2 oz. and was 18
inches long.

Congratulations!

What's Up? News From
Our Members

Six members of Hollywood’s
 Special Operations Section

were recognized with a unit
citation by Mothers Against Drunk
Drivers for their commitment to DUI
enforcement:

Sgt. Manny Marino
Ofc. Larry Burgess
Ofc. Angel dela Rosa
Ofc. Alex Del Rio
Ofc. Meredith Elrich
Ofc. Ryan Rillo

Officers Elrich and Rillo each received an
individual award for their efforts in
combating drunk driving.

Congratulations and keep up the good work!

Hollywood Special
Ops Receive
MADD Awards

Births
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Wabasha, Minn. – A
motorcyclist may have set the
record for the fastest speeding
ticket in Minnesota history at
205 mph.

A Minnesota State Patrol
pilot was flying above
southeastern Minnesota when
he spotted two motorcyclists
racing. One of the riders shot
forward, passing a white marker
on the road. The officer hit his
stopwatch and stopped it a
quarter-mile later. The watch
read 4.39 seconds, which the
officer calculated to be 205 mph.

The rider was later stopped
and arrested for reckless driving,
driving without a motorcycle
license and driving 140 miles an
hour over the posted speed limit
of 65 mph.

Although no official records
are kept, a search of speeding
ticket written by Minnesota
troopers between 1990 and
February of 2004 shows the next
fastest ticket was for 150 mph,
written in 1994.
Source: officer.com

Calhoun, Tenn. – Calhoun’s
police chief applied for a
database permit with the
Department of Homeland
Security. A background check
revealed that the 36-year-old
was a wanted man.

He was arrested at his home
on a 1989 fugitive warrant for
burglary from Pickens County,
Ga. He is also awaiting trial on a
theft charge that occurred in
2001, while he was a police
officer in Palmer, Tenn.

Apparently the Georgia warrant
had expired before Calhoun
authorities did a background
check on the man in 2001. The
warrant had been re-entered in
2002.
Source: PoliceOne.com/The Associated
Press

San Francisco – Crime
victims in San Francisco are
finding their stolen goods for sale
on eBay, according to the San
Francisco Police Department.

Cyber-fencing is a growing
national problem. Some
departments are adding cyber-
theft teams to their burglary
units. The problem is so
prevalent that a Web site,
www.itsmissing.com, has been
created so that potential buyers
can check whether the product
they’re considering buying has
been reported stolen.

The reason for the popularity
of cyber-fencing is the low risk.
Thieves get online, sell the
property and ship it off with
little contact.

EBay regards this problem as
“miniscule,” but has set up a
special team to provide law
enforcement with records of
suspected thieves. The company
requires that all online sellers
provide extensive background
information.
Source: PoliceOne.com/The San Francisco
Examiner

Roanoke, VA. – Police have
begun taking “before” and
“after” photos of homes where
search warrants have been

executed. The new policy aims to
disprove claims that officers
ransack residences during
searches.

Roanoke Police Chief Joe
Gaskins likens the procedure to
cameras in police cars. “It
certainly gives a measure of
confidence to the citizens that
we’re going to do the right thing.
It’s a win-win situation for the
officers and the community.”
Source: Law Enforcement News

Minneapolis – A
Minneapolis gun maker and gun
shop are debuting a new type of
firearm: a two-shot weapon
made from a piece of metal the
height and width of a standard
credit card and about a half-inch
thick. Each barrel fires seven
standard (.177 caliber) steel BBs.
It will retail for $100.

The gun is a muzzleloader; it
doesn’t use shotgun shells. The
user must measure out some
gunpowder, pour it in each
barrel, drop seven BBS in and
tamp in a small wad of paper.
There is a knob on one end that
serves as a safety, and two
buttons set into a hole in the
body are the electrical triggers.
Because of this, the weapon
doesn't qualify as a firearm
under federal regulations.

The gun isn’t considered
lethal and is meant to be used for
close-range self-defense; it isn’t
effective as an offensive weapon.
Source: officer.com/Associated Press
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You have the right to Competent Mortgage RepresentationYou have the right to Competent Mortgage Representation

You have the right to Courteous, Professional and Knowledgeable AssistanceYou have the right to Courteous, Professional and Knowledgeable Assistance

You have the right to ConfidentialityYou have the right to Confidentiality

You have the right to Multiple LendersYou have the right to Multiple Lenders

FREEZE RIGHT THERE - AND DON’T MOVE...
INTO YOUR NEW HOME WITHOUT FIRST CALLING

Should you wish to exercise these rights, WHATCHA GONNA DO?

LAW ENFORCEMENT SPECIAL
FREE APPRAISAL

No Down Payment ? NO PROBLEM! 

MORTGAGERESULTSRESULTS OF FLA., INC.

Cecile IntriagoCecile Intriago Charles BerkleyCharles Berkley
CPM,CSM, RPA,CSM, RPASe Habla Espanol

10 Year Interest Only Loans

  

MORTGAGERESULTSRESULTS OF FLA, INC.

(888) 782-1313 (888) 782-1313 

Construction Loans

Cecile@mortgageresults.com Charles@mortgageresults.com

Visit our web site: www.mortgageresults.com Visit our web site: www.mortgageresults.com 

We have up to 107% financing

(AT CLOSING)(AT CLOSING)
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On October 1, the Broward
County Police Benevolent

Association held a raffle to
benefit BSO Deputy Jerry Estrada,
who was recently diagnosed with
cancer. The prize was a Glock
Model 23 handgun.
The raffle was a big
success: over $5,300
was raised. Thanks
to everyone who
participated.
 The drawing
was held at the PBA
office. Deputy
Estrada came in to
draw the winning
ticket. He wanted to
express his sincere
gratitude to
everyone for the assistance given
to him and his family.

 The winning ticket belonged to
Captain Andy Koerick at BSO.
Senior Vice President Pat
Hanrahan and Jerry attempted to
contact Captain Koerick, who
was out of the office for the day.

A message
was left.
 On Monday,
October 4,
Captain
Koerick
contacted the
PBA and
learned that
he had won
the raffle.
Captain
Koerick asked
if the gun had

already been purchased. It was
explained that Senior Vice
President Pat Hanrahan would be

By Pat Hanrahan, Senior Vice President
A Captain’s Star Shines At BSO

purchasing a certificate from
Lou’s Gun shop in Hialeah and
that the certificate could be used
to get the Glock Model 23 or put
toward the purchase of the gun
of his choice.
 Captain Koerick stated that
he really didn’t need another gun,
and asked if it would be possible,
instead of purchasing the gun
certificate, to make out a check to
Deputy Estrada for the amount of
the purchase instead.
 Not only is it possible, but it
was a wonderful gesture by
Captain Koerick. So, on behalf of
the Broward County Police
Benevolent Association, who
represents “Broward’s Finest,”
thank you Captain, for your
generosity and selflessness.

Senior Vice President Pat Hanrahan,
Deputy Jerry Estrada and Secretary

Debbie Reggio

Dep. John Milligan
Civil Division

Sgt. Dennis Additon
Dania Beach

Sgt. Jeffrey Cirminiello
Dania Beach

Dep. Donald Randolph
Airport

Dep. Christy Zugelter
Lauderdale Lakes

Dep. William Upegui
Central Broward

Dep. Samuel Dunlap
Courthouse

Dep. Eric Caldwell
Weston/SW Ranches

Dep. Richard Kreuter
unincorporated North Broward

Dep. Shawn Stone
Deerfield Beach

Dep. Jason Zehler
Deerfield Beach

Dep. Martin Hedelund
Pompano Beach

Dep. Ian Burres
Pompano Beach

Dep. Richard Mosca
Pompano Beach

Dep. Joseph Duncan
Lauderdale-By-The-Sea

Dep. Jonathan Lawrence
North Lauderdale
Dep. Robert Sokol
North Lauderdale

Det. David Nicholson
Criminal Investigations

September Employees of the Month
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L.E.A.P. PROGRAM
(Law Enforcement Assistance Program)

1-800-680-LEAP
954-327-0396

A No Cost Benefit to
PBA Members & Family Members

John A. LaPointe, PH.D.
Clinical and Consulting Psychologist

Director, L.E.A.P

Prepaid Legal Services Plan
For Broward PBA Members

Michael Braverman, P.A.
2650 West State Road 84

Fort Lauderdale, FL  33312
(954) 791-2010

DISCRIMINATION?
WHEN EXPERIENCE COUNTS...

PANZA, MAURER,
MAYNARD & NEEL, P.A.
Attorneys and Counselors at  Law

LABOR & EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION

Race     Sex     Age     Disability
Pregnancy     Wrongful Termination

Sexual Harassment

FREE CONSULTATION
(954) 390-0100
3600 N. Federal Highway

Bank of  America Building, 3rd Floor
Fort Lauderdale, FL  33308

The hiring of a lawyer is an important decision that should not be based
solely upon advertisements. Before you decide, ask us to send you free

written information about our quaulifications16853 N.E. 2nd Ave., Suite 102  •  North Miami Beach, FL 33162
(305) 653-7141  •  (800) 486-7141

www.tui.edu  •  e-mail: dean-fl@tui.edu

Investigate new career options
with an accelerated degree.

We’re Union Institute & University, the nation’s premier university for
adults. All of our programs are designed with you—the working
person—in mind. We offer accredited B.A./B.S., M.A., M.Ed., M.F.A., and
Ph.D. degree programs, as well as accelerated degree completion
programs. Our individualized and flexible scheduling can
accommodate even the busiest professional.

Additionally, in our undergraduate program, take advantage of up to
90 hours of college credit awarded for BLE training, or in-service
training (CJSTC/FDLE coursework). Enjoy individualized instruction
and mentoring with faculty, and participate in designing your own
degree program. Financial aid is always available for qualified
applicants. UI&U is approved by the Veterans’ Administration to
administer GI Montgomery Bill benefits.

Call today or visit www.tui.edu to learn more about our undergraduate
and graduate degree programs.
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